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Most of the items included below became available online in January and February 2018. They are categorised under twelve headings:

1. Non-Religious Terrorism: Actors, Groups, Incidents and Campaigns
2. Religious (mainly Jihadi) Terrorism: Actors, Groups, Incidents and Campaigns
3. Terrorist Strategies and Tactics
4. Conflict, Crime and Political Violence other than Terrorism
5. Counter-Terrorism – General
6. Counter-Terrorist Strategies, Tactics and Operations
7. State Repression and Civil War at Home and Clandestine & Open Warfare Abroad
8. Prevention and Preparedness Studies (including Countering Violent Extremism, De-Radicalization, Counter-Narratives)
9. Intelligence
10. Cyber Operations and Information Warfare
11. Risk & Threat Assessments, Forecasts, Analytical Studies
12. Also Worth Reading

1. Non-Religious Terrorism: Actors, Groups, Incidents and Campaigns

PKK terror group ‘no different’ than Daesh. Yeni Safak, January 26, 2018. URL: https://www.yenisafak.com/en/world/pkk-terror-group-no-different-than-daesh-3033323


Colombia’s ELN rebels resume attacks as ceasefire expires. NAMPA/Reuters, January 10, 2018. URL: http://www.nampa.org/index.php?model=categories&function=display&id=17504340

2. Religious (mainly Jihadi) Terrorism: Actors, Groups, Incidents and Campaigns

2a. Al-Qaeda and Affiliates


How does Islamic State activity differ from other groups. ACCLED, January 23, 2018. URL: https://www.


T. Hamming. The wider jihadi movement will take over where the Islamic State left off. World Politics Review, November 29, 2018. URL: https://www.worldpoliticsreview.com/articles/23696/the-wider-jihadi-movement-will-take-over-where-the-islamic-state-left-off

Lebanon: feeding the fight across the border. TerrorismMonitor, 16(1), January 15, 2018. URL: https://jamestown.org/program/briefs-277/?mc_cid=66f2eccd88&mc_eid=9942bc67e0


2b. Islamic State/Daesh and Affiliates


A. Roul. Islamic State gains ground in Afghanistan as its caliphate crumbles elsewhere. *Terrorism Monitor*, 16(2), January 26, 2018. URL: [https://jamestown.org/program/islamic-state-gains-ground-afghanistan-caliphate-crumbles-elsewhere/?mc_cid=7f545b546f&mc_eid=9942bc67e0](https://jamestown.org/program/islamic-state-gains-ground-afghanistan-caliphate-crumbles-elsewhere/?mc_cid=7f545b546f&mc_eid=9942bc67e0)


A. Boukhars. The potential jihadi windfall from the militarization of Tunisia's border region with Libya. *CTC Sentinel*, 11(1), 2018. URL: [https://ctc.usma.edu/potential-jihadi-windfall-militarization-tunisias-border-region-libya/](https://ctc.usma.edu/potential-jihadi-windfall-militarization-tunisias-border-region-libya/)


G. Cafiero. Why ISIS continues to be a dangerous force in Libya. *Al Arabiya*, January 16, 2018. URL: [https://](https://)


We are never coming back, kidnapped Chibok girls say in Boko Haram video. Newsweek, January 15, 2018. URL: http://www.newsweek.com/were-never-coming-back-kidnapped-chibok-girls-say-boko-haram-video-781506


The Islamic State's war with Hamas. TSC Intelbrief, The Soufan Center, January 10, 2018. URL: http://thesoufancenter.org/tsc-intelbrief-islamic-states-war-hamas/


2c. Other


S. Das. Abdul Subhan Qureshi's arrest shows threat of SIMI revival can't be taken lightly. Live Mint, January 28, 2918. URL: http://www.livemint.com/Politics/nrX8V1ADSVbfWfto3Bx7Z7N/Abdul-Subhan-Qureshis-arrest-shows-threat-of-SIMI-revival-c.html


3. Terrorism Strategies and Tactics


8 things you need to know about terrorist decision making. *CREST*, January 4, 2018. URL: [https://crestresearch.ac.uk/comment/terrorist-decision-making/](https://crestresearch.ac.uk/comment/terrorist-decision-making/)

**4. Conflict, Crime and Political Violence other than Terrorism**


B. Latza Nadeau. The Italian mob is peddling pills to ISIS. *The Daily Beast*, February 3, 2018. URL: https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-italian-mob-is-peddling-pills-to-isis?ref=scroll


We need to talk about the Iran protests. *Corbetreport*, YouTube, January 5, 2018. URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Gz7o20p7rI


A. Kaplan Sommer. Iran protests explained: why are thousands of Iranians taking to the streets. Haaretz, January 1, 2017. URL: https://www.haaretz.com/middle-east-news/iran/1.832243

5. Counter-Terrorism - General


6. Counterterrorist Strategies, Tactics and Operations


D. Lazare. Jacobin is fueling the lies about Syria. Truthdig, February 2, 2018. URL: https://www.truthdig.com/articles/jacobin-fueling-lies-syria/


Update: air strikes against Daesh. The RAF are continuing to take the fight to Daesh in Syria. Gov.uk, January 29, 2018. URL: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/update-air-strikes-against-daesh


I. Drury. Hate videos should be left online, says terror watchdog because having material ‘in plain sight’ could stop individuals being radicalized. Mail Online, http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5337883/Hate-videos-left-online-says-terror-watchdog.html

R. Fisk. As my recent trip to Syria proved, wars can be at their most dangerous when they’re coming to an end. The Independent, February 1, 2018. URL: http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/syria-civil-war-deaths-danger-risk-assad-regime-rebels-russia-eastern-ghouta-damascus-aleppo-hama-a8188936.html


P. Cockburn. By reversing its policy in Syria the US is fuelling more wars in the Middle East. The Independent, January 26, 2018. URL: http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/syria-us-kurdish-state-turkey-war-us-is-creating-trouble-in-the-middle-east-a8179941.html


1.3 million children have been displaced by Iraq’s war with Islamic State. South China Morning Post, January 20, 2018. URL: http://www.scmp.com/news/world/middle-east/article/2129771/13-million-children-displaced-iraqs-war-islamic-state-unicf


US military to renew ties with infamous Indonesian counterterror forces. Sputnik, January 24, 2018. URL: https://sputniknews.com/asia/201801241061012900-us-military-review-ties-indonesian-counterterror-forces/


Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube now review majority of complaints within 24 hours amid drastic new efforts to fight hate speech, EU report finds. *Mail Online*, January 20, 2018. URL: [http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-5286929/Social-media-companies-accelerate-removals-online-hate-speech-EU.html](http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-5286929/Social-media-companies-accelerate-removals-online-hate-speech-EU.html)


Turkey to deploy 60,000 soldiers in bases abroad, including in Qatar. *Informed Comment*, January 19, 2018. URL: [https://www.juancole.com/2018/01/turkey-soldiers-including.html](https://www.juancole.com/2018/01/turkey-soldiers-including.html)


J. Davey. I work for an anti-extremism organization and this is the difference between neo-Nazi and Islamist propaganda online. *The Independent*, January 13, 2018. URL: [http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/anti-extremism-islamist-terrorism-far-right-twitter-national-action-scottish-dawn-online-a8157426.html](http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/anti-extremism-islamist-terrorism-far-right-twitter-national-action-scottish-dawn-online-a8157426.html)


A. al-Rubaye. Mosul six months after ISIS was ousted – then and now. *The Guardian*, January 16, 2018. URL: [https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2018/jan/16/mosul-six-months-after-isis-was-ousted-then-and-now](https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2018/jan/16/mosul-six-months-after-isis-was-ousted-then-and-now)


L. Brown, K. Ferguson. ISIS terrorists using drones to murder and maim in Syria are killed by the RAF for the first time as Gavin Williamson warns jihadis they will be hunted down until they are totally destroyed. 'Mail Online, January 15, 2018. URL: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5271955/RAF-kill-ISIS-terrorists-using-drones-Syria.html


L. Johnson. ‘Surrender or die by shovel’ US army chief tells ISIS jihadis they face ‘extreme death.’ Express, January 12, 2018. URL: https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/903827/us-military-leader-isis-warning-surrender-or-die-by-shovel


road-initiative-from-us-led-terrorism-will-china-send-troops-syria.html


The Islamic State in America. GW Extremism Tracker. *Program on Extremism*, The George Washington University, January 2018. URL: [https://extremism.gwu.edu/sites/extremism.gwu.edu/files/Dec%202017%20Update.pdf](https://extremism.gwu.edu/sites/extremism.gwu.edu/files/Dec%202017%20Update.pdf)


### 7. State Repression and Civil War at Home and Clandestine & Open Warfare


J. Robinson. The countries that killed democracy: graphic shows the nations where regimes have taken away people's freedom…with Russia and China among the worst. Mail Online, January 23, 2018. URL: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5302887/Graphic-shows-regimes-taken-away-freedoms.html


Action was taken against security members and villagers involved in killings of Bengali terrorists in Maungdaw: GiC’s office. Eleven, January 11, 2018. URL: http://www.elevenmyanmar.com/local/13086

B. Dehghanpisheh. Iran has foiled plot to use protests to overthrow system, leader says. Reuters, January 9, 2018. URL: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iran-protests-khamenei/iran-has-foiled-plot-to-use-protests-to-overthrow-system-leader-says-idUSKBN1EY0Z8?feedType=RSS&feedName=topNews&utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=Social


A. Pfeffer. Iran spends billions on proxy wars throughout the Middle East. Here’s where its money is going.
8. Prevention and Preparedness Studies (including Countering Violent Extremism, De-Radicalization, Counter-Narratives)

First counter-extremism commissioner slammer as government ‘mouthpiece’ by Muslim groups. RT, January 26, 2018. URL: https://www.rt.com/uk/417072-musim-counter-terrorism-khan/


9. Intelligence


M. Evans. Five eyes wide shut: Australia sold years of secret documents in an old piece of furniture. The...


B. Payton. Here are the 7 biggest bomb shells in the House Intel Memo on FISA abuses. The Federalist, February 2, 2018. URL: http://thefederalist.com/2018/02/02/the-7-biggest-bombshells-in-the-house-intel-memo-on-fisa-abuses/

P. Lavender. Read the GOP’s controversial secret FISA memo. Huffington Post, February 2, 2018. URL: https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/read-the-fisa-memo_us_5a731280e4b0bf6e6e2236d9


N. Turse. Fitness tracker data highlights sprawling US military footprint in Africa. The Intercept, January 29,

NSA can identify you just by hearing your voice –Snowden leaks docs. *RT*, January 22, 2018. URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PBmmEvOOcCQ


E. Lea Vos. Dutch ‘Cozy Bear’ farce does not show DNC emails were hacked by Russians. *ZeroHedge*, January 26, 2918. URL: https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-01-26/dutch-cozy-bear-farce-does-not-show-dnc-emails-were-hacked-russians


Bellingcat’s digital forensics tools. A list of Open Source verification and investigation tools and methods.


10. Cyber Operations and Information Warfare


Ukraine intends to create cyber forces within its army. UAWire, February 4, 2018. URL: http://uawire.org/turchynov-announces-plans-to-create-special-cyber-forces-in-ukraine


T. Claburn, K. Hall. ‘What the f*ck is going on?’ Linus Torvalds explodes at Intel spinning Spectre fix as a security feature. *The Register*, January 22, 2018. URL: [https://www.theregister.co.uk/2018/01/22/intel_spec-tre_fix_linux/](https://www.theregister.co.uk/2018/01/22/intel_spec-tre_fix_linux/)


berg-new-years-resolution


R. Merrick. Theresa May to call on investors to pull funds from Facebook and Twitter if they fail to remove terrorist propaganda. The Independent, January 24, 2018. URL: http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/theresa-may-davos-speech-facebook-twitter-terrorist-propaganda-donald-trump-a8176281.html


C. Johnstone. Assange keeps warning of AI censorship and it’s time we started listening. Medium, January 18, 2018. URL: https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/assange-keeps-warning-of-ai-censorship-and-its-time-we-started-listening-e05d371ef120


Cyberspace and electronic warfare operations 2025-2040. *TRADOC 525-8-6*, January 2018. URL: [https://fas.org/irp/doddir/army/tp525-8-6.pdf](https://fas.org/irp/doddir/army/tp525-8-6.pdf)


J. Smith, G. Jackson, S. Raj. Designing against misinformation. *Medium.corporation*, December 20, 2017. URL: [https://medium.com/facebook-design/designing-against-misinformation-e5846b3aa1e2](https://medium.com/facebook-design/designing-against-misinformation-e5846b3aa1e2)


11. Risk & Threat Assessments, Forecasts and Analytical Studies


Suicide rate vs death rate from violence (per 100,000), 2016. *Our World in Data*, January 2018. URL: https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/suicide-vs-violent-deaths

*ACCLED Daeshboard*. URL: https://www.acleddata.com/dashboard/

S. Ginski. The struggle to survive South Sudan’s hunger season. Famine was declared in some areas last year, but worse is expected in 2018. *IRIN News*, January 8, 2018. URL: https://www.irinnews.org/feature/2018/01/08/struggle-survive-south-sudan-s-hunger-season?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=iran-social&utm_campaign=irin-updates


Charts, graphs and maps. Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP), Uppsala University. URL: http://www.pcr.uu.se/research/ucdp/charts-graphs-and-maps/


12. Also Worth Reading


Yuval Noah Harari at TED Dialogue: Nationalism vs globalism: the new political divide. February 2017.URL: https://www.ted.com/talks/yuval_noah_harari_nationalism_vs_globalism_the_new_political_divide
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